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Abstract—To date, clustering techniques have always been
oriented to solve classification and pattern recognition problems.
However, some authors have applied them unchanged to construct
initial models for function approximators. Nevertheless, classification and function approximation problems present quite different
objectives. Therefore it is necessary to design new clustering
algorithms specialized in the problem of function approximation.
This paper presents a new clustering technique, specially designed
for function approximation problems, which improves the performance of the approximator system obtained, compared with other
models derived from traditional classification oriented clustering
algorithms and input–output clustering techniques.
Index Terms—Clustering techniques, function approximation,
model initialization.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

LUSTERING techniques were originally conceived by
Aristotle and Theophrastos in the fourth century B.C.
and in the 18th century by Linnaeus [23], but it was not until
1939 when one of the first comprehensive foundations of these
methods was published [45]. These techniques have traditionally been applied to classification problems [14], where the
task to solve is how to organize observed data into meaningful
structures. More recently, these kinds of algorithms have been
applied to new paradigms such as fuzzy systems (FS) [6] and
artificial neural networks (ANNs) [20].
In 1969, Ruspini [40] and in 1973, Dunn [9], proposed new
techniques of clustering to perform a fuzzy partition of the input
space. This work was generalized by Bezdek in 1981, introducing fuzzy clustering [3]. Some variations of these algorithms
have appeared in [6]. Such fuzzy clustering algorithms were
used to obtain the knowledge base for fuzzy classifiers trained
from input–output examples in [1] and [30] and to obtain neurofuzzy systems in [1], [37], and [41].
Training algorithms for radial basis function neural networks
(RBFNNs) also use a clustering step to initialize the RBF centers. In [20] these techniques are used to construct initial neural
networks as part of a growing algorithm which iteratively fits an
RBFNN to a set of example data by splitting the RBFs with higher
classification errors. In [22], a training algorithm based on the
minimum description length (MDL) principle is proposed and in
[47],somestatisticalanalysisisappliedtothetrainingexamplesin
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order to describe them as a whole and to facilitate a global learning
algorithm. Although these algorithms are quite different, all of
them use clustering techniques to create the initial model.
All of these approaches have proved successful in classification problems. Nevertheless, in recent papers some authors have
attempted to solve function approximation problems by means
of clustering techniques without making significant changes to
them [26], [44]. There are, however, some particular concepts
of function approximation and classification problems which
should be taken into account:
1) In classification problems, the output variable takes
values in a finite label set which is defined a priori, while
in function approximation problems the output variable
can take any of the infinite values within an interval
of real numbers. In other words, the output variable is
discrete for classification and continuous for function
approximation problems.
2) In a function approximation problem, output values different from the optimum ones may be accepted if they are
“sufficiently close” to them. These variations might only
produce a worthless approximation error. This behavior
is not desirable for a classifier. In classification problems
the output labels may not be related by any distance operator and an output response different from the correct one
may be unacceptable.
3) Clustering techniques (originally proposed for classification) do not take into account the interpolation properties
of the approximator system, since this is not necessary in
a classification problem.
Therefore, new clustering algorithms specially fitted to the
problem of function approximation, which take these differences into account, would improve the performance of the approximator.
This paper describes a new clustering technique specially designed for function approximation problems (CFA). This new
technique analyzes the output variability of the target function
during the clustering process and augments the number of prototypes in those input zones where the target function is more
variable, increasing the variance explained by the approximator.
This change in the behavior of the clustering algorithm improves the performance of the approximator system obtained,
compared with other models derived from traditional classification oriented clustering algorithms.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II
presents a brief review of some traditional clustering algorithms. Section III describes the proposed function approximation oriented clustering algorithm in detail. Some comparative
results are shown in Section IV and final conclusions are
discussed in Section V.
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II. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
Traditional clustering algorithms attempt to split a given set
into an a priori known
of vectors
number of subgroups or clusters, thus producing a Voronoi
[11] of the training set . These
partition
clustering algorithms can be divided into two conceptually different families: input clustering and input–output clustering.

This kind of algorithm allocates the prototypes according to
an analysis of the input training sample vectors, completely ignoring the information about the dependent output variable. Important examples of this family are the hard -means, the fuzzy
-means, and the ELBG algorithms, described below.
1) HCM (Hard -Means) Algorithm: This algorithm was
originally proposed by Duda and Hart in [8]. It assigns each one
to the cluster whose prototype
is
of the training vectors
its closest neighbor. After all the training vectors are assigned,
the new prototypes are recalculated as the centroids of the
training vectors assigned to each cluster of the new partition.
to
The certainty of the assignment of the training example
the cluster defined by the th prototype is measured by the
, defined as
membership function
(1)

and the centroid of each cluster is calculated by
(2)
To stop the algorithm, the following measure of the distortion
of the actual partition is used:
(3)
where
cluster

other hand, the partition becomes a maximally fuzzy partition if
.
The equation used to obtain the centroids of each cluster must
be adapted to the new membership function, becoming
(6)
Criterion (3) is also used to stop this algorithm, but in this
is obtained with the expression
case

A. Input Clustering

if
otherwise
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represents the local distortion produced by the th

(4)
Thus, the algorithm stops when the change in the distortion
is below a given value .
2) FCM (Fuzzy -Means) Algorithm: This algorithm [3]
considers each cluster as a fuzzy set [46]. Making the partition
in this way implies that a vector may be assigned to some clusters with different degrees of certainty. The new membership
function, which takes values in the interval [0,1] is defined as

(5)
determines the fuzziness of the partition prowhere
, then the resulting partiduced by the algorithm. If
tion asymptotically approaches a hard or crisp partition. On the

(7)
3) ELBG (Enhanced LBG) Algorithm: The algorithms described above perform a local search of the nearest suboptimum
quantizer to the initial configuration. Often, this is far from
being an acceptable solution. The way in which these algorithms
make the prototype adjustment every iteration only permits the
prototypes to “move” through contiguous regions. This implies
that a bad initialization could lead to the impossibility of finding
a good partition. To overcome this drawback, Russo and Patanè
proposed the ELBG algorithm [42], an enhanced version of the
HCM algorithm. The objective of this algorithm is to obtain a
final quantizer where each cluster makes an equal contribution
to the total distortion [10]. To achieve it, a prototype migration step capable of detecting less useful clusters and migrating
them to regions with a higher density of input vectors is incorporated. This modification allows the algorithm to escape from
local minima and to obtain a prototype allocation independent
of the initial configuration.
B. Input–Output Clustering
As the design objective in a function approximation problem
is to construct the relationships between the input–output examples, it is necessary to incorporate the output variable into the
clustering algorithm. This process can be performed in different
ways: in this paper we have analyzed two of them, the alternating cluster estimation (ACE) [39] and the conditional fuzzy
clustering algorithm [31], [32].
1) ACE Algorithm: Traditionally, membership functions
and prototype locations are restricted to particular shapes and
positions determined by the updating of equations derived from
the objective function for a clustering model. Nevertheless,
the final user might be interested in the use of a certain type
of membership function which could be better fitted to the
problem in question. In [39], an ACE is proposed; this uses
an alternating iteration architecture, but membership and
prototype functions are selected directly by the user.
The way ACE incorporates the available outputs into
the training set is by constructing a new training set
, where each data
with
vector is a concatenation of an input vector
. Once this new
its corresponding output vector
training set has been generated, ACE can be used to implement
well-known clustering algorithms such as HCM and FCM, or
to design new clustering techniques better fitted to a particular
problem. For example, in [39] an instance of ACE is proposed
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called dancing cones (DC), based on the use of hyper-conic
membership functions shown in (8) at the bottom of the page.
Once the final configuration is obtained, the projections of
these hyper-cones are isosceles triangles that can be used to
form a fuzzy model [24] with IF-THEN rules.
2) CFC (Conditional Fuzzy Clustering) Algorithm: The
main objective of this algorithm [31], [32] is to develop clusters
while preserving the homogeneity of the clustered patterns.
This means that samples belonging to the same cluster must
meet a similarity criterion in the input and also in the output
space.
The CFC algorithm is based mainly on the FCM algorithm,
but introduces the concept of context-sensitivity, which requires
the output variable of a cluster to satisfy a particular condition.
This condition or context (termed ) can be treated as a fuzzy
being defined via the corresponding membership
set, with
proposed in [32] is defined as
function. The new

The objective of a function approximation oriented clustering
algorithm is to increase the density of prototypes in the input
areas where the target function presents a more variable response, rather than just in the zones where there are more input
examples. The former approach is more adequate for function
approximation problems because it helps to minimize the approximation error by means of reducing the output variance not
explained by the model, while the latter one, which corresponds
to the goal of most of previous clustering techniques, does not
make much sense when the problem is to build a function approximator. As all clustering algorithms, CFA reveals the structure of training data in the input space, but it also preserves
the homogeneity in the output responses of data belonging to
the same cluster. To carry out this task, CFA incorporates a set
representing an estimation of the output reis calculated as a
sponse of each cluster. The value of each
weighted average of the output responses of the training data
belonging to cluster , as will be explained in Section III-B.
The objective function to be minimized is

(9)

(10)
describes a level of involvement of
in the conwhere
structed cluster . The clustering problem can be reformulated
as one of making groups of input data, taking into account that
their associated output must be , with the restriction being
expressed as a fuzzy set. Therefore, the constraint maintains
the requirement that if the th element (pattern) of the data set is
considered not to belong to the context and thus its member), then this element is not considship degree is null (
ered in the calculation in the prototype of the cluster [32]. The
computation of the prototypes is performed as before, using (6).
An important consequence of the use of this method is that
the computational complexity is reduced by splitting the original problem into a series of context-driven clustering problems,
which are usually represented as trapezoidal fuzzy sets designed
by an expert human operator. This feature makes it difficult to
compare this method with other approaches and means it cannot
be automated.
III. CFA: A NEW CLUSTERING TECHNIQUE FOR FUNCTION
APPROXIMATION
Although the above clustering algorithms have been widely
used to make the initial models of function approximators, they
were initially designed for classification problems. The output
space in both problems is quite different, being infinite and continuous for the former but finite and discrete for classifiers. Another important difference is the final objective of the model,
which is the interpolation of a target function for new input
vectors in function approximation and the assignment of unknown examples to a set of a priori defined set of labels in classification.

weights the influence of each training example
where
in the final position of the th prototype. This index informs
about the existing controversy between the expected output for
the prototype and the output of the training example . The
greater the distance between the expected output of and the
it belongs to, the greater the
estimated output of the cluster
is defined
influence of in the final result. Mathematically,
as
(11)
. The first term of the sum calculates a normalwith
and and the
ized distance (in the range [0,1]) between
second term is a minimum contribution threshold (when there is
is equal to
). As
decreases, CFA
no controversy
forces the prototypes to concentrate on input zones where the
output variability is greater. This action is justified because it
preserves the homogeneity in the output space of the points
belonging to each cluster
by means of minimizing the diswith respect to . On the contrary, if
intance of
creases, CFA pays more attention to the input space, acquiring
. This
the behavior of HCM for a sufficiently large value of
parameter is studied in detail in Section IV-A.
Once and have been fixed, the basic organization of the
proposed algorithm consists, as shown in Fig. 1, of the iteration
of three main steps: the partition of the training examples, the
updating of the prototypes and their estimated outputs and the
migration of prototypes from clusters with lower distortions to
clusters with bigger distortions.

for
otherwise

.

(8)
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repeat
Update
Update
Update

using (14),
using (15),
using (11),

Calculate
until

using (10)

The updating step has to be an iterative process because
and are interdependent. For the updating of the last value
of is used and so the updating must iterate until an equilibrium
is reached and converges to the right position for each cluster
. This state is reached when the updating distortion does
not vary significantly in two consecutive iterations.
C. Migration of Prototypes

Fig. 1.

General description of CFA.

A. Partition of the Training Data
The partition of training data is performed as in HCM, using
(1). This step produces a Voronoi partition of the training data
(12)
where
(13)

CFA also incorporates a random migration step to avoid local
minima. Randomization has been widely used to break the curse
of dimensionality [43], that is, the exponential growth of the
search space as a function of the dimensionality of the problem
[2]. There exist well-known techniques based on the application
of random changes to explore the search space, like simulated
annealing (SA) [21], genetic algorithms (GAs) [16] and tabu
search (TS) [12], [13]. This kind of technique does not guarantee
the global optimum, but can be used to obtain a sufficiently good
solution in a reasonable time. Moreover, it is usually possible
to improve the quality of the solution found if more processing
time can be used.
In this case, randomization is incorporated in CFA by a migration step which moves prototypes allocated in input zones
where the target function is stable to zones where the output
variability is higher. This migration step is necessary because
the iteration of the partition and updating steps only moves prototypes locally, thus converging to the nearest local optimum
from the initial configuration. But the objective of the proposed
algorithm is also to detect those input zones where, due to the
target function variability, it is necessary to increase the density
of prototypes. To detect such zones, the migration step is based
on the utility index of a prototype, defined as

B. Updating of the Prototypes and Their Estimated Outputs
After partition, the prototypes and their estimated outputs
must be updated. The updating is carried out by an iterative
as the weighted mean of the training
process that updates
data belonging to each cluster and as the weighted mean of
their output responses until convergence is met. The expressions
and are
used to update

(16)
where
tion

is the contribution of the th cluster to the total distor-

(17)
and

is the mean distortion of the current configuration

(14)
(18)
(15)
and the algorithm to perform this step is as follows:

In an optimal vector quantization, each cluster makes an equal
contribution to the total distortion [10]. This means that the objective is to find a configuration in which all prototypes have
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(a)

Fig. 2. Migration of prototypes.

utility index equal to one. Thus, the migration procedure (see
Fig. 2) shifts prototypes with utility index less than one toward clusters with utility index greater than one. Once has
been selected to be migrated, the destination cluster is chosen
randomly among all the clusters with utility index greater than
one and clusters with greater distortions have more likelihood
of being chosen. These shifts make the algorithm independent
of the initial configuration and provide it with a mechanism to
escape from local optima.
affects three
As shown in Fig. 3, the shifting of toward
clusters, , , and , the latter being the closest cluster to
. Prototypes and are allocated in the principal diagonal
of the hyper-box containing the cluster . This diagonal is divided into three parts, with the side segments being equal to
half of the central one and the two prototypes are initialized at
the extremes of the central segment. After this movement, it is
necessary to perform some local rearrangements to the affected
and .
is split into two new clusters
and
clusters ,
by running a local HCM algorithm with
with the input
and the prototypes and . The examples bevectors in
longing to cluster , now without a prototype, are assigned to
cluster , thus obtaining the new cluster . Once the three
new clusters , and
have been created, the updating step
(Section III-B) is executed to obtain their prototypes and estimated outputs. After finishing these local rearrangements, the
migration of the prototype is only accepted if the total distortion is lowered, otherwise it is rejected.

(b)
Fig. 3. Migration of p toward cluster P . (a) Situation before the migration
and (b) prototype position and clusters after the local rearrangements.

From the convergence point of view, CFA is a weighted version of HCM where each training vector is given a weight depending on an output variability criterion. CFA reaches the state
of convergence when the movement of the prototypes is insignificant, as does HCM. The objective for both techniques
is the same: to reach a configuration in which each prototype
makes an equal contribution to the total distortion. The difference is that the distortion equation used for HCM produces a
distribution of the prototypes according to the density of examples in the input space and the new distortion equation designed
for CFA concentrates more prototypes in those input regions
where the output response is more variable. The latter strategy
provides a better fit to function approximation problems and
so the posterior application of a local minimization algorithm
to the model such as the conjugate gradient, Newton–Rapshon,
or Levenberg–Marquardt methods [7], [17], [34] is assumed to
achieve a better approximation error, as will be shown in the
next section.
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Fig. 4.

Target function f .

Fig. 5.

IV. RESULTS
As an example, the CFA algorithm was applied to initialize
the RBF centers of an RBFNN. The functioning of this model
can be summarized by the following equation:
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Effect of 

in the allocation and deviations of prototypes.

TABLE I
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ERROR AND THE
TIME (IN SECONDS) REQUIRED TO APPROXIMATE f FOR EACH VALUE OF 

(19)
is its associated weight. Basis funcwhere is an RBF and
tions are implemented using Gaussian functions
(20)
This kind of initialization will allocate more RBFs in those
input areas where the target function presents a higher output
variability. Once the location of the RBFs is obtained, the following step is to fix a width for each one, in order to obtain
some overlapping between them and to produce a model with
a continuous and smooth output. Although the use of the same
width for all the RBFs has proved sufficient to obtain a universal
approximator [28], [29], a different width for each basis function improves the model performance [27], [36]. Thus, the RBF
width values have been fixed using the closest RBF heuristic
[26].
After establishing all the parameters concerning the RBFs,
the RBFNN becomes a linear model and its weights can be calculated optimally using pseudo-inverse methods [26], [35] like
orthogonal least squares (OLS) [4], [5] or singular value decomposition (SVD) [19].
The application of these three steps (getting the location of
the RBFs, fixing their widths and calculating the net weights)
produces an initial model that can be fine tuned using a minimization algorithm to adjust its nonlinear parameters. This last
step reduces the approximation error of the model iteratively
until the nearest local minimum to the initial configuration is
reached [15], [33]. The algorithm chosen in this paper to adjust
the parameters of the model is the Levenberg–Marquardt minimization algorithm [7], [25] because it combines information

of first and second derivatives of the error function to make the
convergence process faster.
A. Effect of
The parameter
controls how CFA deals with the output
variability in the training data. CFA can converge to a great
variety of prototype allocations depending on the value of
implies that CFA pays
this parameter. A large value for
more attention to input space than to output variability and
is lowered, the variability of the target function has
as
a greater influence on the algorithm behavior. To gain an
in the algorithm functioning,
insight into the role of
takes the values
an experiment was designed in which
and for each one of
these values, we ran CFA 25 times to approximate the target
function
(21)
with seven prototypes and a training set of 1000 samples of
generated by evaluating inputs taken uniformly from the interval
[0,10]. Fig. 5 shows a graph of the mean positions and deviations
. This graph
of the prototypes for each different value of
reveals that CFA begins to move prototypes to the input zones
is less than one. This effect
where is more variable when
is due to the design of (11), which assigns a minimum weight
for examples in input regions where the target function
of
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TABLE II
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ERROR JUST AFTER THE INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE USING RBFNNS FROM FOUR TO TEN
PROTOTYPES TO APPROXIMATE f

TABLE III
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ERROR AFTER THE LOCAL MINIMIZATION PROCEDURE USING RBFNNS FROM FOUR TO TEN
PROTOTYPES TO APPROXIMATE f

is constant and a maximum weight of
for examples in
more variable zones.
Table I shows the mean and standard deviation of the approximation error of the models obtained by CFA and of the computation time needed to reach convergence. The approximation
error of each model is measured using the normalized root mean
squared error (NRMSE)
NRMSE

(22)

is the function approximator output of the input
where
vector and is the mean output of all the input vectors.
, the bigger the contribution of
The smaller the value of
to the final prototype allocation.
the output fluctuations of
decreases, the time required by the algoNevertheless, as
rithm increases dramatically while the approximation error of
the model only suffers small changes. From Table I it can be
below 0.0001 do not significantly
concluded that values of
improve the approximation error, taking into account the computation time needed by CFA to reach convergence.
B. Comparison With Traditional Input Clustering Techniques
This experiment has been designed to show the importance of
the output variability of the target function in the initialization of
the approximator. Here, the CFA algorithm is compared with the
traditional input clustering algorithms to make an initial model
for the target function defined in (21).
Fig. 4 shows that function produces a very variable output
when is close to zero, becoming more stable as is increased
. A good
and achieving a “constant” value of zero when
initialization procedure should allocate more RBFs in the input

Fig. 6.

Function f .

interval where the output of
is more variable than in the interval where takes the constant value of zero, thus increasing
the variance explained by the model and reducing the unexplained variance or approximation error.
To test the effects caused by the CFA algorithm on the initialization of the prototypes, a training set of 1000 samples of
was generated by evaluating inputs taken uniformly from
the interval [0,10]. The clustering algorithms HCM, FCM with
, ELBG and CFA with
were applied to this
training set several times. Our algorithm, CFA, obtained better
approximation errors than traditional clustering algorithms for
this function. Table II shows that as the number of prototypes
increases, CFA is able to allocate them in the right positions to
reduce the unexplained output variability of the target function.
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TABLE IV
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ERROR JUST AFTER THE INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE TO INITIALIZE MODELS USING FROM FOUR TO
TEN PROTOTYPES TO APPROXIMATE f WITH THE ORIGINAL TRAINING DATA

After obtaining the initial models for each clustering algorithm, the Levenberg–Marquardt method [7], [25] was
applied to reduce their approximation error. Table III shows
average NRMSEs and standard deviations for the executions
of each clustering technique for RBFNNs with four to ten
RBFs after applying the minimization algorithm. HCM and
FCM algorithms obtain very variable results. This undesirable
effect is produced because they perform a local search from an
initial random configuration. ELBG and CFA avoid this kind of
behavior by the incorporation of a prototype migration step that
allows them to search globally for the best prototype allocation,
but CFA also takes into account the target function variability
to supervise the clustering algorithm, thus producing a better
starting configuration for the minimization process.
It is apparent that even for unidimensional functions there
exist a large number of local minima and that these are more
and more numerous as the number of prototypes grows. This
can be appreciated if we observe the deviations from the mean
NRMSE in Table III. The initialization performed by traditional
clustering techniques produces very variable configurations, so
that the minimization procedure gets trapped in local minima
and the standard deviations of the error become larger. Nevertheless, the small deviations from the mean NRMSE obtained
by CFA show that the proposed algorithm converges toward the
same initial configuration, thus obtaining very similar results
after the minimization procedure.

TABLE V
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ERROR OBTAINED
BY ACE (DC) TO INITIALIZE MODELS USING FUZZY SYSTEMS WITH 19 TO
27 RULES TO APPROXIMATE FUNCTION f

C. CFA versus ACE
This example compares the performance of the CFA algorithm with another input–output clustering technique, the
dancing cones (DC) instance of ACE proposed in [39]. First,
we consider the approximation of the following function, also
used in [39]:
(23)
from 21 equidistant input–output training examples belonging
to the interval [0, 1]. Fig. 6 shows a graph of the target function.
As in [39], we performed two experiments, the first one with
the original training set and the second one with a modified
training set to which a random 5% white noise was added. For
each of these two experiments, the training data were approximated with models with four to ten prototypes (rules for DC
or RBFs for CFA) and for each combination of training set and
number of prototypes, the clustering algorithms were run sev-

Fig. 7.

Function f .

eral times. All the models obtained were tested with a set of 100
test points in the interval [0,1]. Table IV shows the mean and
standard deviation of the test NRMSEs obtained.
For the fuzzy models obtained with DC, the product was
used as the -norm, the sum as the -conorm and the center
of gravity (COG) as the defuzzification mechanism. This combination of operators has proved a good choice to solve function
approximation problems elsewhere [18], [38].
Although CFA only performs changes in the prototypes, differing from DC, which also models the consequents of the fuzzy
rules, the results obtained show that the proposed algorithm is
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TABLE VI
LIMITED TRAINING SET USED TO APPROXIMATE f

Fig. 8.

Limited training set used to approximate f .

better fitted for function approximation problems. CFA converges to better models and obtains similar solutions in different
executions of the algorithm. This fact is directly derived from
the standard deviations of the NRMSE obtained by the two algorithms (see Table IV).
The second part of this section compares DC and CFA in
the approximation of function (21). Comparing Table II and
Table V, it can be seen that DC needs a considerably larger
number of prototypes to obtain similar solutions to those obtained by CFA. This experiment shows again that CFA is able
to fit target functions with a minimum number of prototypes.
D. CFA versus CFC

TABLE VII
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ERROR JUST
AFTER THE INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE TO APPROXIMATE f

This last example compares the performance of the CFA algorithm with the CFC algorithm to obtain the initial RBF centers
for an RBFNN. As in [32], a normalized RBFNN
(24)
was used to approximate the two-input data produced by the
target function

(25)
as shown in Fig. 7.
The above function was approximated using two different
training sets, a limited training set of 26 examples similar to
that used in [32], shown in Fig. 8 and detailed in Table VI and
a complete training set of 441 examples obtained from a grid of
21 21 points equidistributed in the input interval defined for
.
For CFA, both training sets were learned with RBFNNs with
four to ten RBFs and for CFC, we used the same output context proposed in [32] and described by the following three trapezoidal linguistic labels:
(26)

(27)
(28)
Each context was learned with two, three, and four prototypes, thus generating RBFNNs of six, nine, and 12 RBFs, respectively. As in the above examples, for each combination of
network structure and training set, each clustering technique,
and CFC with
, was run several
CFA with
times to obtain several initial configurations.
Table VII shows average NRMSEs and standard deviations of
the approximation error obtained. These results reveal that CFA
also supervises the clustering and groups data according to their
output similarity, but with one important difference with respect
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to CFC, that the contexts in the output space are obtained directly from the training data and so there is no need for an expert
designer to define them a priori. This automatization means the
algorithm obtains better results as it adjusts the output contexts
dynamically.
V. CONCLUSION
When we have a set of input–output data from the observation
of a system to be identified, determining the structure of the
function approximator becomes an important issue.
This paper presents a new clustering algorithm specially designed for function approximation problems. It is shown that the
proposed approach is specially useful in the approximation of
functions with a high output variability, improving the performance obtained with traditional clustering algorithms that are
oriented toward classification problems and which ignore this
information when initializing the model.
The minimization methods currently used to fine tune nonlinear models perform a local search of the closest minimum to
the starting configuration and so it is desirable for the initial configuration to be as close as possible to the global minimum. Incorporating some information about the target function into the
clustering algorithm used to obtain the initial model has been
proved to obtain better results than if it is constructed in an unsupervised way.
The proposed algorithm also improves the initialization performed by other input–output clustering techniques. This is directly derived from its objective function, which increases the
density of prototypes in those input areas where the target function presents a more variable response, thus minimizing the variance of the output response of the training examples belonging
to the same cluster.
It is emphasized that the proposed clustering method does not
need any prior assumption about the structure of the data and
that it is able to initialize function approximators from noise
data.
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